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Infrared transient grating and photon echo spectroscopy of oxygen vibrational modes
in amorphous silicon thin films
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We report on picosecond coherent transient spectroscopy on the asymmetric stretching mode ina-SiO0.1 thin
films using the Dutch free-electron laser FELIX. A fast 10-K lifetime of 2.8 ps is obtained using laser-induced
transient grating spectroscopy. Its thermal behavior suggests relaxation into two accepting modes possibly via
the symmetric stretch mode of the Si-O-Si complex. Two-pulse photon echo measurements reveal phase
dynamics with both an excitation density and temperature dependence, suggesting the presence of nonequilib-
rium Si-Si phonons. The temperature-dependent component of the pure dephasing may be attributable to
two-phonon elastic scattering. From the probe pulse diffraction efficiency, a value of the nonlinear refractive
index has been determined to ben253.7331023 cm2/GW.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of Si/SiO2 nanostructures are ver
promising for future opto-electronic applications. Silico
nanocrystals embedded in a SiO2 matrix exhibit efficient
photoluminescence due to quantum-confined exciton rec
bination in the wavelength range between 500 and 1100
largely because dangling bonds are passivated and nonr
tive recombination is effectively suppressed.1 On the other
hand, suboxide-related centers are thought to play a cru
role in the optical properties of the Si/SiO2 nanostructures2

and are even held responsible for the observation of op
gain in silicon nanocrystals.3 In this context, silicon subox-
ides (SiOx) represent an interesting class of materials
cause they phase separate into a mixture of Si and SiO2 .4

This phase separation is thought to proceed by activated
fusion of bridging oxygen atoms preferentially to th
oxygen-rich regions.5 Recently it has been made possible
study the dynamics of defect vibrations utilizing advances
intense, tunable infrared~ir! light pulses made available from
a free-electron laser~FEL! and optical parametric oscillator
and generators. We have commenced a study at the D
FEL facility FELIX, on the Si-O-Si complex in amorphou
Si diluted with oxygen, in order to demonstrate that uniq
microscopic information can be obtained using ultrafast
herent vibrational spectroscopy. We identify the fundamen
vibrational relaxation processes of the asymmetric stretch
bration of the Si-O-Si complex. Our resonant technique
very selective, and therefore quite promising in silicon su
oxides to elucidate the phase separation processes and
haps even to selectively induce the phase separation
strong resonant ir radiation and in Si/SiO2 nanostructures to
further assess the nature of the optical centers.

There are few previous studies of the dynamics of vib
tions in amorphous silicon. Our recent work has concentra
upon studies of vibrational relaxation in hydrogenated a
deuterated amorphous silicon.6,7 These previous studies e
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tablished the significance of studying the vibrational dyna
ics in amorphous materials since subtle differences in
vibrational decay pathways can be shown to be respons
for dramatic differences in the macroscopic properties of
materials. In this study, we concentrate ona-Si:O0.1. Oxy-
gen in amorphous silicon8,9 forms a twofold bridging bond
between two silicon atoms. As such, the oxygen atom res
in a site with aC2v point-group symmetry. Consequent
there are three modes associated with this defect corresp
ing to the normal modes of vibration of the interstitial imp
rity system. These are the asymmetric stretching mo
which is a motion at right angles to the twofold axis in
direction parallel to a line joining the two Si atoms, the sym
metric stretching mode~or bending mode—along the direc
tion of the bisector of the Si-O-Si bond angle! and a rocking
mode, which is best described as an out-of-plane mode
direction that is perpendicular to the plane of the Si-O
bond. In this initial study we have concentrated upon
population decay and phase relaxation of the asymme
stretch mode of the Si-O-Si complex which has the larg
dipole moment and is the most readily accessible having
highest frequency of vibration.

II. EXPERIMENT

The samples consist of a 1.0-mm-thick a-SiO0.1 layer
grown by reactive magnetron spluttering on a doub
polished 250-mm c-Si substrate. All of the data collecte
here were performed using samples dipped in HF to rem
the native SiO2 , although samples that had not undergo
this treatment showed no substantial difference in their
havior. Assessment of the samples was performed using
frared ~linear! absorption with a N2-purged Nicolet Fourier-
transform infrared~FTIR! spectrometer.

In the experiments, FELIX was tuned to the Si-O-
asymmetric stretching mode wavelength at close to 10
mm ~;960 cm21!, which, due to the anharmonicity of th
©2003 The American Physical Society07-1
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vibrational potential and the spectral width of the FEL puls
~;43 nm or 40 cm21!, induces motion on the fundament
resonance~n50→n51! only. Since FELIX is an rf linac
FEL, it generates pulsed light with a macropulse-micropu
structure. The micropulses are variable in length from 500
to ;5 ps and have a repetition rate of 25 MHz in the expe
ments performed here. A 4-ms-long burst of micropuls
comprises the macropulse, which have a repetition rate
either 10 or 5 Hz.

In the transient grating measurements, two noncollin
pump beams~with wave vectorsk1 and k2) were spatially
and temporally overlapped in the sample, creating a vib
tional population grating. A weaker, spatially overlapped b
time-delayed probe beam~with wave vectork3) is then
Bragg-diffracted off this grating into a phase-matched sig
direction (k45k12k21k3) with a signal intensity that de
cays asT1/2 for variable delays,t, between the fixed pump
pulses and the probe. From the angle,up , of 11.5° between
the pump beams we deduce a grating period@lp/2 sin(up/2)
with lp the pump wavelength# of 52 mm. The maximum
grating efficiencyh(t) that could be observed at a zero d
lay between the pump and probe pulses was 1.8231023 at a
total pump irradiance of 35.65 GW/cm2. Since the scattering
efficiency for an optically thin refractive index grating
h(t)>@kDn(t)d/2#2 werek is the probe wavevector andd
is the sample thickness, we can therefore infer a refrac
index change ofDn(0)50.133. Relating this change to a
effective nonlinear refractive coefficientn2 @throughDn(0)
5n2I 0 , whereI 0 is the pump beam irradiance# we obtain an
n2 value of 3.7331023 cm2/GW.

The photon-echo measurement relies upon a two-p
sequence that is applied to the sample such that the first p
~with wave vectork1) creates a coherent superposition
vibrational states. Immediately after the first pulse all of t
microscopic dipoles of the vibrational ensemble oscillate
phase. Due to the distribution of frequencies within the
homogeneous line shape, the initial phase relation is rap
lost via the free induction decay. A timet later a second

FIG. 1. Room-temperature infrared absorption spectrum
a-SiO0.1. AS denotes the asymmetric stretching mode at 960 cm21.
SS denotes the symmetric stretching mode at 670 cm21 with the
Si-Si ~TO! peak also shown.
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pulse~with wave vectork2) causes an inversion of the ma
roscopic dipole moment which leads to a rephasing of th
individual frequency components, yielding, at an addition
time t, a phase-matched superradiant burst from the t
rephased ensemble known as a photon echo. The t
integrated echo signal propagating along thekecho5u2k2
2k1u signal direction decays as a function of the delay b
tween the incoming pulses withT2/4.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the room-temperature Fourier-transfo
infrared absorption spectrum ofa-SiO0.1 in the
400–1500-cm21 region obtained using a crystalline silico
background. The intense feature~labeled AS! centered
around 960 cm21 is the asymmetric stretch mode of the S
O-Si complex and can be identified by analogy with the s
ichiometric compounda-SiO2 whose asymmetric stretc
mode lies at 1076 cm21.9 A weaker feature at approximatel
670 cm21 is attributable to the symmetric stretch mode~la-
beled SS!, while the absorption peak near 480 cm21 is most
probably the Si-Si TO mode peak.

Figure 2~a! shows the transient grating signal induced f
resonant excitation of the AS mode at 10 K using 2-mJ pump
pulses. The decay profile fits well to a single exponen
function @}exp(22t/T1), wheret is the delay between the

f

FIG. 2. ~a! 10-K transient grating signal exciting the AS mod
resonantly at 960 cm21. ~b! Temperature-dependent population d
cay rate. The dotted line is a fit to Eq.~1! in the text with
@T1(0)#215355 GHz and for decay into 1 LA~320-cm21!, 1 TA
~160-cm21!, and 1 TO ~480-cm21! phonons. The dashed line i
decay into three equal-energy 320-cm21 LA phonons. The solid line
is decay into two equal-energy 480-cm21 TO phonons, while the
dashed-dotted line is decay into a single Si-O-Si symmetric mod
670 cm2111 LA mode at 290 cm21.
7-2
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exciting pump pulses and the probe pulse#, yielding a fast
decay time of 2.8 ps. A sech function has been used to
proximate the exciting FELIX pulse with a full width at ha
maximum of 710 fs. Figure 2~b! shows the temperature de
pendence of the decay rate~in GHz! which only increases by
approximately 25% in the temperature range 10–300 K.
estimate that during the first 30 pulses~over which the signal
was averaged!, local heating at these incident power leve
induces a temperature increase of up to 95 K. Of course,
estimate neglects the fact that not all of the energy abso
stays in the laser focus over more than 1ms and it is unrea-
sonable to suggest that all the energy absorbed is conve
into heat. Clearly, the real temperature rise would be sign
cantly less.

Theoretical models that describe the anharmonic brea
of a particular vibrational mode, measured via the decay
@(T1)21#, do so in terms of the relationship between te
peratureT and the frequencies of the accepting modesv i ,
maintaining the appropriate energy conversation rule( i\v i
5\v, where v is the frequency of the initially excited
mode. The temperature-dependent form for the energy de
rate is given by10

@T1~T!#215@T1~0!#21
exp~\v/kBT!21

) i@exp~\v i /kBT!21#
, ~1!

where @T1(0)#21 is the spontaneous decay rate~which we
approximate by values at the lowest measured temperatu!,
\v is the Si-O-Si vibrational energy,kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, and\v i is the energy of the accepting modes in
which the Si-O-Si vibration decays via process of ordei.
The spontaneous decay rate@T1(0)#21 is taken to be 355
GHz, as determined from experiment. In Fig. 2~b! four dif-
ferent possibilities are shown for the various accept
modes. The dotted line shows three-phonon decay into 1
~320 cm21!, 1 TA ~160 cm21!, and 1 TO ~480 cm21!
phonons. As can be seen, this does not account well for
data, activating too early due to the low frequency 160 cm21

involved. Furthermore, three-phonon decay processes
likely to be unable to account for the residual decay rate
;355 GHz due to the inherent inefficiency of such a hig
order process. In fact, no possible combination of th
phonons can remotely reproduce the data. Decay into t
equal-energy LA phonons is shown as a dashed line in
2~b!. However, decay into two accepting modes is an e
nently reasonable proposition and 10-K vibrational lifetim
of the order of a few~2–5! picoseconds have been observ
previously in decay processes attributable to two accep
phonon modes.11,12 The solid line in Fig. 2~b! represents de
cay into two equal-energy 480-cm21 phonons, being the
peak in the Si-Si one-phonon density of states, while
dashed-dotted line is decay into a single Si-O-Si symme
mode at 670 cm21 with 1 LA mode at 290 cm21 bridging the
energy mismatch. Due to the scatter in the data points,
not possible to distinguish between the two decay pathw
although both give broad agreement with the observed t
perature increase in the decay rate.
11520
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The asymmetric stretch mode has a linewidth of;75
cm21 at room temperature, and hence the absorption
shape in amorphous silicon is undoubtedly massively in
mogeneously broadened, which precludes any possibility
obtaining information on relaxation processes in the f
quency domain. The dynamic~or homogeneous! linewidth is
characterized by the transverse decay constantT2 . Contribu-
tions arise from both the anharmonic population decay
pure dephasing processes as embodied in the expressio

1

pT2
5

1

pT2*
1

1

2pT1
, ~2!

whereT2* is the pure dephasing time arising from rando
forces exerted upon the Si-O-Si defect by the medium, p
ducing fluctuations in the time-dependent vibrational eig
values. These fast fluctuations cause individual oscillator
lose phase with one another. It is the evolution of the sys
on scales substantially slower thanT2 , the homogeneous
dephasing time, which gives rise to the inhomogene
broadening. Consequently, to obtain information on the
mogeneous line shape we must resort to nonlinear techni

FIG. 3. ~a! 10-K photon echo signal.~b! Power dependence o
the homogeneous dephasing time.~c! Temperature dependence o
the pure dephasing rate. The dashed line is a fit to Eq.~3! with
uD5450 K, a522 GHz, andA515 THz. The solid line if a fit to
Eq. ~4! with a522 GHz andA50.13 THz.
7-3
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FIG. 4. The spectral dependence of the fou
wave mixing amplitude compared against th
squared absorption profile.
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such as the vibrational echo, which are designed to rem
the effects of inhomogeneous broadening.

In Fig. 3~a! we show the observed photon-echo sign
measured at 10 K using similar incident power levels as w
used in the transient grating measurement. The decay o
transient is shown to fit well to a single exponential functi
@}exp(24t/T2)#, yielding a homogeneous dephasing time
4.5 ps. This corresponds to a homogeneous linewidth
;2.4 cm21 at 10 K, confirming that the signal observed he
is an echo~as opposed to a four-wave mixing signal in
purely homogeneous system, which would decay asT2/2 and
should yield a linewidth equal to that observed in a line
absorption measurement13!. A finite quantity of pure dephas
ing is present at 10 K and results from the presence of n
equilibrium phonons created in the anharmonic breakup
the AS mode itself, as has been observed in both hydro
nated and deuterateda-Si. In Fig. 3~b! we show one of the
characteristic features of this behavior, which is the prese
of a temperature-independent and incident-power-dens
dependent component to the dephasing time measured
note that excitation-induced dephasing~or instantaneous dif-
fusion! could yield a finite contribution to pure dephasing
10 K, however, in these diluted samples the distance betw
local oscillators is likely to be too great for this to be signi
cant. Figure 3~c! shows the temperature dependence of
pure dephasing up to 120 K, beyond which insufficient te
poral resolution was available. It is likely that the observ
increase in the pure dephasing rate can be attributed to
phonon elastic scattering by Si-Si phonons off the Si-O
complex. Under the assumption of a Debye-like distribut
of Si-Si modes this process has a temperature-depen
form:

@T2* ~T!#215a1AS T

uD
D 7E

0

uD /T x3

~ex21!
dx, ~3!

wherea is a constant which describes the residual depha
induced by nonequilibrium phonons,A is a phonon coupling
constant, anduD is the Debye temperature that has been
equal to 450 K. The dashed line in Fig. 3~c! is a fit to this
11520
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expression witha522 GHz andA515 THz. As can be seen
this completely underestimates the activation temperatur
the dephasing. However, a model of dephasing via a sin
mode can account for the data. In this case we have

@T2* ~T!#215a1Anv~nv811!, ~4!

wherenv is the Bose-Einstein occupancy factor. The so
curve in Fig. 3~c! is a fit to this expression for a 100-cm21

mode with a522 GHz as before andA50.13 THz. The
large reduction in the dephasing constant is necessary du
the low-energy 100-cm21 TA mode contributing to the
temperature-dependent dephasing. We note that this valu
comparable to that observed for the Si-D stretch mode
deuterated amorphous silicon of 0.27 THz.7

In order to confirm that these nonlinear signals were
deed associated with the nonlinear susceptibility of the
mode ina-SiO0.1 we have measured the spectral depende
of the nonlinear signal amplitude and compared this with
square of the absorption strength to which they should
proportional. As is shown in Fig. 4, the spectral depende
of the transient grating and photon echo amplitude matc
the squared absorption line profile well. Furthermore no s
nals could be generated in a sample consisting of ac-Si
substrate~taken from wafers grown under analogous con
tions! alone.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of the population decay of the asymme
stretch mode ina-Si:O0.1 reveal fast dynamics with a 10-K
lifetime of 2.8 ps determined from transient grating spectr
copy. From the temperature dependence of the decay ra
is possible to infer that stimulated emission of two accept
modes is responsible for the observed behavior. Two-pu
photon echo spectroscopy yields a 10-K homogeneous l
width of 2.4 cm21. The temperature dependence of t
dephasing rate is governed by elastic phonon scatte
events with a small contribution from nonequilibrium
phonons, as has been observed previously for hydrogen
deuterium vibrations in this material.
7-4
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